
APV Valuation (25 points) 
Suppose you are a member of the private equity firm named Catapex that considers 
the acquisition a company XYZ per 1/1/2003.  The following information is given 
about the target company XYZ:  
 
Amounts in Euro 000.000 Dec-02 Dec-03 Dec-04 Dec-05 Dec-06 Dec-07 Dec-08

Operating assets
Tangible fixed assets 120€        121€        122€        123€        125€        126€        127€        

Inventories 90€          96€          103€        110€        118€        126€        135€        
Debtors 180€        193€        206€        221€        236€        252€        270€        
Other short term assets 12€          13€          14€          15€          16€          17€          18€          
- Creditors 135€        144€        155€        165€        177€        189€        203€        
- Other short term liabilities 13€          14€          15€          16€          17€          19€          20€          
Operating assets 254€        264€        275€        287€        300€        313€        328€        

Operating profitability
Revenues 1,200€     1,284€     1,374€     1,470€     1,573€     1,683€     1,801€     
- Cost of goods sold 900€        963€        1,030€     1,103€     1,180€     1,262€     1,351€     
Gross margin 300€        321€        343€        368€        393€        421€        450€        

- Personnel cost 132€        141€        151€        162€        173€        185€        198€        
- Other operating cost 48€          51€          55€          59€          63€          67€          72€          
EBITDA 120€        128€        137€        147€        157€        168€        180€        
- Depreciation 50€          52€          55€          57€          60€          62€          65€          
EBIT 70€          76€          83€          90€          98€          106€        115€         

Other items
Tax rate 35%
Unlevered cost of capital 10%  

 
 
1. Determine the unlevered firm value per 1/1/2003 of company XYZ by discounting 

the Free Cash Flows with the Unlevered Cost of Capital (10 points). For 
determining the residual value after the planning period use the following 
assumptions:  

 ROIC after planning period 15%;  
 Growth rate after planning period of 3%. 

 
At the start of 2003, Catapex acquires company XYZ by paying € 800 million to the 
shareholders of XYZ. The acquisition is financed by Catapex with € 480 million in 
debt and € 320 million equity. In order to maintain a good bond rating (BB) on this 
deal, Catapex will constantly debt finance the acquisition over time with a 
Debt/EBITDA-multiple of 4. The risk free rate equals 5% and the spread on a BB-
bond rating is 250 basis points.  
 
2. Calculate the present value of the debt induced tax shields based on the current 

forecast. Furthermore, determine how much shareholder value Catapex creates by 
acquiring XYZ based on the expected financing policy (10 points). 

 
3. Assuming that all net profits XYZ will generate over 2003, 2004…2008 will be 

distributed to the Catapex and that Catapex will exit XYZ at the end of 2008 for 
an Enterprise Value/EBITDA multiple of 7, calculate the Internal Rate of Return 



(please round to full percents) of this transaction for the shareholders of Catapex 
and indicate whether it is acceptable (5 points). 

 
4. The private equity investor also performs a multiple analysis. The following 

multiples are given based on comparable traded companies. 
• Enterprise Value to Sales:     0,50 
• Enterprise Value to EBITDA:    7,00 
• Enterprise Value to EBITDA/growth:   2,00 

 
Assume for the EBITDA/growth-multiple that the food company has a long term 
EBITDA growth rate of 4%. Calculate the value of equity of this firm at the start of 
2003 based on the 2002 actuals and given financing policy (5 points)?  
 
Real Options Valuation (25 points) 
 
As a R&D-manager for a large pharmaceutical company you are responsible for a 
research project. The Board has asked you to estimate the value of a project and 
determine whether it results in value creation. The following information about the 
research project is given: 
• Research project will start in january 2003 and will finish in december 2004; 
• Present value of all the research development cost at start of 2003: 40M;  
• Probability of technological success of the research project is 50%; 
• Investment for commercialization of the drug in january 2005 if the research 

project is successful is known with certainty and equals 200M; 
• Annual cash inflows of 80M in december 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 and 2009; 
• Cost of capital of pharmaceutical company: 12%; 
• Risk free rate: 6%.  
 
1. Calculate the static NPV of this research project and give an advice whether the 

firm should invest or not (10 points). 
 
2. Instead of using traditional static NPV rule, Real Options Valuation can also be 

used for calculating the value of this R&D-project. Give two shortcomings of 
static NPV compared to Real Option Analysis (5 points). 

 
3. The Board of the pharmaceutical company asks you to perform a Real Options 

Analysis for the R&D-project based on the Cox, Ross and Rubinstein Model. 
Based on extensive analysis and market research you have obtained the following 
additional data:  
• Market uncertainty for the drug   70% (=σ) 
• Upward factor      u=eσ√∆t   
• Downward factor     d=e-σ√∆t 
• Number of jumps per annum    ∆t=1 
 
Construct a recombining binomial tree and value the R&D-project as an option on 
commercialization. Also give an advice whether the pharmaceutical company 
should invest or not (10 points). 

 



4. Based on Real Option Analysis, calculate the probability of technological success 
that makes the R&D-project breakeven in terms of value creation (5 points)? 

 
Estimating the Cost of Capital 
You have to estimate the WACC based on a peer group analysis for a nonlisted 
automotive manufacturer. The following information about the peer group is provided 
to you. 
 

 
Furthermore it is given that: 
• Before tax cost of debt equals 8%; 
• Market risk premium equals 6%; 
• Risk free rate equals 5%; 
• Target capital structure equals 45% debt and 55% equity; 
• Tax rate equals 35%. 
 
 
Questions: 
1. Estimate the unlevered beta and unlevered cost of capital of the automotive 

manufacturer based on the peer group analysis (6 points). 
 
2. Estimate the cost of equity and the WACC of the automotive manufacturer based 

on the information provided to you (8 points). 
 
3. Three fundamentals determine the beta of equity. Describe these three 

fundamentals briefly and explain the influence on the beta of equity (6 points). 
 

Firms Equity beta MV debt MV equity Tax rate
Ford 1.50                   5,000                 4,000                 30%
Daimler 1.80                   10,000               6,000                 40%
Volkswagen 1.38                   3,000                 3,000                 38%
Honda 2.34                   6,000                 3,000                 33%


